
Quick fixes in order to be a “Duck” 

 

 
 

 
There are many differences between a great referee and a mediocre one. If you begin to 

work on the following, you will be well on your well to being one of the great ones. What 

else is there besides working to be the best?    

 

Always bear in mind that your own resolution to succeed is more important than any 

other. 

 

Major  indications that, “you aint a Duck” 

Don’t turn your back on any wrestler  - at any time 

Don’t look at the table to give points 

Are you in the right position to properly see 45 degrees? 

Do you understand what control is and can you explain it to a coach? 

Understand when a TD is scored from a double to the butt on the edge vs middle of the mat? 

Are you wearing your armor? No one can touch you if you immerse yourself in the rules. 

Do you know the rules better than ANYBODY in the gym? 

Always be in the proper position. What’s the worst thing a coach can tell you?  

 

Positioning Mechanics 

Be cool...be smooth. You aren’t wrestling. Can you carry a glass of water? 

Change levels. Don’t bend over 

3 positions for a referee/ Upright/lowered stance/Flat on stomach. (No butt in air) 

Always be in the best position 

Move back – further! 

Open the door. Let the wrestlers flow back, as you do. 

Move back further on referee position starts and to one side and start further back and at more of 

an angle. 

Both kids are turning left….you go right 

Put yourself in position to see the clock and score 

Don’t raise hand to anticipate a fall (why not?) 

Headlock with arm across throat – Watch for this! Get down!! 
 

Visual and Verbal 
Be relaxed, yet in control. It’s your mat…own it. Smooth & cool. 

Tell them what you want. Action, off the edge, work center etc 

Indicate who is in control verbally (still green) and by hand motion when situation calls for it 

Indicate no control when needed, visually and verbally (don’t be an airplane)  

Be as verbal and loud as you can be without screaming 

Sell the tough call,  but don’t relax on the easy ones 

Rotate points and extend arm fully 

Point and sell both your call, and why it’s out of bounds if you don’t score an action 

 



Quick fixes in order to be a “Duck” 

 

 

Little tidbits of information 

You should be THE rules expert…act that way. 

No need to be cocky or arrogant. Explain everything rule based. Be calm, be smooth. 

Did you see what you thought you saw? (replay it back in your mind) 

During an “officials t/o” make sure the kids stay in the middle of the mat 

Be careful when you stop and hit a caution….is it really needed? 

Say the right “magic” words when talking to a coach, rule book based. 

Practice your NF count  - same speed each time 

Kids work the edge? Whack ‘em! 

Let it burn! OT especially  

Be consistent in everything you do 

Don’t pick up nose plugs, nor wipe up blood. 

Explain what you are looking for in the pre-meet concerning stalling, fleeing, USC etc 

Here is what I need Neutral/Top/Bottom Very simple. Create angles/move forward/off the edge 

“We start with a hand shake we end with a handshake” 

Ask if there are medical notes 

Ask coach if everyone is legally and properly equipped (tape on headgear) 

No chairs matside in duals 

Start a log….keep a log....learn from the log. 

Watch video to get better 

Get a mentor and use your mentor. 
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